
Geography 
India  

History 
Grace Darling 

RE    
How do Buddhists ex-

press belief?                                       

PSHCE                                           
Sp1: What jobs do people do?                                                        
Sp2: What helps us stay safe?                                               

Science         
Materials                                                             

Subject  

 Understand geographical               
similarities and differences 
through studying the human and 
physical geography of a small 
area of the UK, and a small               
area in a contrasting                         
non-European country  

 Identify the location of hot and 
cold areas of the world in                 
relation to the Equator and the 
North and South Poles  

 Use maps, atlases and globes 
to identify countries, continents 
and oceans studied  

 The lives of significant 
individuals in the past 
who have contributed to 
national and                            
international                
achievements  

 Significant historical 
events, people and 
places in their own              
locality  

 Values of compassion,  
respect for all living things  

 Introduction to Buddhist 
teachings—compassion, 
respect for living things, 
no stealing or telling lies  

 Worship in the home:             
Buddhist home shrine  

 Introduction to meditation 
as a form of Buddhist 
prayer  

 Symbols and aids to                  
worship, e.g. prayer 
beads, prayer wheels and 
flags, lotus flower  

 The rules and principles for keeping safe online, how to 
recognise risks, harmful content and contact, and how 
to report them  

 What sorts of boundaries are appropriate in                    
friendships with peers and others  

 About the concept of privacy and the implications of it 
for both children and adults; including that it is not              
always right to keep secrets if they relate to being 
safe  

 How to recognise and report feelings of being unsafe 
or feeling bad about an adult  

 How to ask for advice or help for themselves or others 
and to keep trying until they are heard  

 Where to get advice e.g. family, school and or other 
sources  

 How to be a discerning consumer of information online  

 Where and how to report concerns and get support 
with issues online  

 Identify and compare the suitability of a                  
variety of everyday materials, including wood, 
metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard for particular uses  

 Find out how the shapes of solid objects made 
from some materials can be changed by 
squashing, bending, twisting and stretching  

 Identify and discuss the uses of different 
everyday materials so they become familiar 
with how some materials are used for more 
than one thing  

 Think about the properties of materials that 
make them suitable or unsuitable for                      
particular purposes  

Content to 
cover  

Vast difference between the 
huge cities of India and where we 
live (climate)                                         

Key inspirational            
figure within children’s             
locality                                                                             

How Buddhist faith is prac-
tised and the key differ-
ence between it and Christi-
anity (e.g. no god)   

Sp1: range of jobs                                                                               
Sp2: purpose of rules, identify  

Suitability of material for purpose and effect 
of squashing, bending, etc.   

Intent  

 Introduction lesson and                       
travelling to India from the UK- 
what to pack? Which oceans 
would you cross? Climate,                
compare to England etc 

 (do the reading part separate) 
Mumbai and New Delhi—
compare the two and contrast 
life there with life here  

 (do the reading part separate) 
Himalayas—key features,                 
position, people and animals  

 (do the reading part separate) 
River Ganges—significance in 
the life of people and track its 
journey (goddess)  

 Early life- Where was 
she born/raised? How 
was she raised? Where 
does she fit in a timeline 
of history we already 
know? Make compari-
sons between her and 
Victorians from yr1 

 Adult/young adult life 

 The shipwreck- discuss 
women of that time (2 
lessons) 

 Graces death and how 
she is remembered- 
why is she special to the 
North East? 

 Look at some artefacts 
from the Grace Darling 
museum, memorabilia.  

 Recap the story of the 
Buddha 

 Explore the term 
‘enlightenment’ and his 
journey through it- explore 
the wheel of Dharma 

 The eightfold path—what it 
is, how and why it’s used  

 4 noble truths and 5 moral 
precepts (possible 2                  
lessons) 

 How do Buddhists                   
practise? Explore a                    
Buddhist temple- either 
visit or virtual visit/                   
compare to in-house 
shrine 

 how jobs help people earn money to pay for things they need 
and want 

 about a range of different jobs, including those done by                
people they know or people who work in their community  

 how people have different strengths and interests that                 
enable them to do different jobs  

 how people use the internet and digital devices in their jobs 
and everyday life 

 

 how rules and restrictions help them to keep safe (e.g. basic 
road, fire, cycle, water safety; in relation to medicines/ 
household products and online)  

 how to identify risky and potentially unsafe situations (in               
familiar and unfamiliar environments, including online) and 
take steps to avoid or remove themselves from them  

 how to resist pressure to do something that makes them feel 
unsafe or uncomfortable, including keeping secrets  

 how not everything they see online is true or trustworthy and 
that people can pretend to be someone they are not  

 how to tell a trusted adult if they are worried for themselves 
or others, worried that something is unsafe or if they come 
across something that scares or concerns them 

 Identify materials and their main purpose/uses and 
compare uses of everyday materials- investigate 
around school and compare to home 

 Suitable materials- what makes a material suitable 
for one purpose and not for another? 

 Practical- choosing/making the most suitable             
material and design for a purpose (possible link to 
DT) 

 Explore how materials can be changed - squashing, 
bending, twisting and stretching 

 at Look recycling- how materials change shape and 
can be reused and Explore how some materials can 
harm the environment- alternative materials for a 
purpose? Eg- cardboard packaging rather than 
plastic etc 

 (READING) Research famous material inventors 
John Dunlop (pneumatic tyres), Charles Macintosh 
(waterproof fabric) or John McAdam (tarmac               
paving/paths). What did they create? How is it used 
today? 

 If you were to invent something new, what would it 
be? Discussion based lesson possible? 

Proposed 
sequence- 
not necessarily one 
bullet point per les-
son 

(Lesson context/ 
activity idea/ notes 
may be added in 
brackets) 



Subject  Computing                 
1: Effective searching                                 

2: Creating pictures  

D.T.  

Sliders and levers            
Art   
Pop Art 

Insect Sculpture 

Music                                                                     PE 
Dance and Gymnastics  
(and Disability Sports) 

Content to 

cover  

 Understand what algorithms are  

 Create and debug simple programs  

 Use logical reasoning to predict the 
behaviour of simple programs  

 Use technology purposively to create, 
organise, store, manipulate and               
retrieve digital content  

 Recognise common uses for IT                
beyond school  

 Use technology safely and                       
respectfully  

 Design purposeful products 

 Generate, develop and                         
communicate ideas  

 Select from a range of tools and 
materials  

 Explore and evaluate a range of 
existing products 

 Evaluate against design criteria  

 Explore and use mechanisms in 
products 

 

 Use a range of materials 
creatively (paint, print, 
collage) 

 Use drawing and painting to 
develop and share their ideas, 
experiences and imagination 

 Develop a wide range of art 
and design techniques in using 
colour, pattern, texture, line, 
shape, form and space 

 Learn about the work of a 
range of artists, craft 
makers and designers, 
describing the differences 
and similarities between 
different practices and 
disciplines, and making links to 
their own work 

 Revisit colour mixing and 
understand relationships of 
primary and secondary 
colours and apply colour 
mixing skills to a project  

We are following the DMS model 

curriculum for Music which is 

currently being reviewed to reflect 

the DfE’s model music curriculum. 

Planning will be added as it is 

released by DMS through the year. 

The national curriculum for physical 

education aims to ensure that all pupils:  

Develop competence to excel in a broad 

range of physical activities 

Are physically active for sustained 

periods of time  

Engage in competitive sports and 

activities  

Lead healthy, active lives 

Master basic movements including 

running, jumping, throwing and catching, as 

well as developing balance, agility and co-

ordination, and begin to apply these in a 

range of activities  

Perform dances using simple movement 

patterns.  

Intent  Apply skills to a range of software 

products within Purple Mash 

Be able to make simples sliders and 
levers to make something move 
purposively  

Understand the work of pop 
artists - significance and 
features. 

Explore different materials for 
sculpture: wire, collage, paper, 
plasticine, clay 

 To move in time to the music and become 
more independent when performing                               

Proposed 

sequence- 
not necessarily one 

bullet point per lesson 

(Lesson context/ 

activity idea/ notes 

may be added in 

brackets) 

 understanding the internet and 
searching  

 Searching the internet  

 Sharing knowledge of the internet and 
effective searching  

 Introduction and impressionism  

 Pointillist art  

 Piet Mondrian  

 William Morris and pattern  

 Surrealism and eCollage  

 Explore existing sliders and levers 
(books, etc.) looking at shapes and 
materials used  

 Investigate direction and length of 
sliders and levers 

 Create a simple design brief 
(including function and aesthetics) 

 Create annotated sketches and 
instructions to inform  

 How to select and use appropriate 
tools and materials to make the 
mechanism 

 Evaluate the mechanism to the 
original design criteria and                    
improve 

Pop Art 

 Andy Warhol, Lichenstein, 
Bridget Riley - differences 
and features of Pop Art 

 Exploring colour using paint 
 Still life outline of everyday 

object 
 Explore repeated printing and 

effects 
 
Insect Sculptures: 
 Sketching - insects with 

relevant detail, continuing to 
explore colour 

 Experiment with wire, beads, 
clay and plasticine to create 
insects 

 Add relevant decoration to 
pieces and review impact of 
each. 

 Please see the PE progression document 

for specific skills taught  


